In our ongoing effort to serve the public interest, KABC Radio broadcasts programming responsive to issues of concern to Los Angeles and the surrounding service area. The following is a list of those issues and of the station’s most significant programming treatment of them.

1) The Economy
2) Jobs
3) Transportation
4) Healthcare
5) Responsive Government
6) Security
7) Education
8) Religious Issues
9) The Media
10) Animal Rights
ISSUES COVERED: Economy
PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – October 11, 2018 6:06AM

GUESTS: Steve Kastenbaum, ABC Radio Journalist

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: The Dow plunged today, and stock market prices fell dramatically.
ISSUES COVERED: Economy
PROGRAM: Mid-day Live with Dr. Drew and Lauren Sivan
DATE/TIME AIRED – October 15, 2018 2:36PM

GUESTS: Andrea Kaye, Political Analyst

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Saudi Arabia Threatens to Use Oil as a Weapon in global oil markets due to U.S. tensions with Saudi Arabia over the death of Journalist Jamal Khashoggi.
GUESTS: Stephanie Shulte, Southern California News Group reporter

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Stephanie Shulte talks about her story on Southern California casinos making a lot of money thanks to the booming economy.
ISSUES COVERED: Economy
PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – December 12, 2018 6:36AM

GUESTS: Ron Galperin, LA City Controller

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: L.A. Approves $98 million to expand L.A. Convention Center and add hotel as study show that in 2016, conventions, trade show, business meetings and consumer events were booming, generating $325 billion in direct spending in the U.S.
ISSUES COVERED: Economy
PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – December 7, 2018 6:36AM

GUESTS: Lou Manfredini, HouseSmarts Radio Host and Home Improvement Expert

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Solar Panels for homes are economically friendly and useful.
ISSUES COVERED: Jobs
PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – October 19, 2018 6:06AM

GUESTS: Jan Kniffen, Retail Consultant and Formal Retail Consultant

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Update on Toys R Us Store Closings. Rebranding and Restarting? Hasbro Announces Layoffs as well.
ISSUES COVERED: Jobs
PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – October 31, 2018 9:06AM

GUESTS: Ryan Bhandari, Policy Advisor

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Jobs vs. the middle class: fewer than half of all jobs lend themselves to a maintaining a middle class lifestyle or better.
ISSUES COVERED: Jobs
PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – November 30, 2018 7:36AM

GUESTS: Kevin James, President of the Board of Public Works in L.A.

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: L.A Legalizes Street Vending. Vendors no longer have to operate illegally while thousands of micro entrepreneurs can now work freely. Concern that restaurant owners will suffer from sales, subsequently, layoffs.
ISSUES COVERED: Jobs
PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – December 6, 2018 7:36AM

GUESTS: Jack Dolan, Los Angeles Times Reporter

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Pension plans, retirement, workers compensation, paying into pensions and paychecks.
ISSUES COVERED: Jobs
PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – December 11, 2018 8:36AM

GUESTS: Dr. Drew Pinsky, KABC Radio Host and addiction medication specialist

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Discussion on how jobs and careers are tied to our personal identities, self-esteem and confidence.
ISSUES COVERED: Transportation
PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – October 18, 2018 6:36AM

GUESTS: John Russo, Keep LA Moving

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Road Diet Continues to Thin Venice Blvd. in Mar Vista. Accidents have increased by 20%, injuries up 43% while traffic has decreased when compared to 5 years prior.
ISSUES COVERED: Transportation
PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – October 23, 2018 5:46AM

GUESTS: Jim Roope, KABC News Contributor

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Elon Musk’s hyperloop high speed tunnel in Los Angeles is almost finished.
ISSUES COVERED: Transportation

PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning

DATE/TIME AIRED – November 27, 2018 6:36AM

GUESTS: Lauren Fix, Automotive Expert, Author, Speaker

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: New cars that are out in the market: Tesla, Mercedes, Ferraris, Lincoln, Audi, Mustangs, plus pros and cons of modern cars vs. older cars.
ISSUES COVERED: Transportation
PROGRAM: Peter Tilden Live at 10
DATE/TIME AIRED – November 30, 2018 11:06AM

GUESTS: Stuart Flashman, Oakland Based Environmental Attorney

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Flashman discusses the high-speed rail audit which was critical of the mismanagement from California's High Speed Rail Authority.
ISSUES COVERED: Transportation
PROGRAM: The Morning Show with Royal Oakes
DATE/TIME AIRED – December 27, 2018 5:46AM

GUESTS: Clayton Neville, News Correspondent and Reporter

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Elon Musk will make it possible for people to go to the moon on a prototype named “The Starship.”
ISSUES COVERED: Healthcare
PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – October 2, 2018 7:36AM

GUESTS: Dr. Jennifer Harris, Rudd Center for Food Policy and Obesity and Associate Professor in Allied Health Sciences at University of Connecticut

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Fast Food and childhood obesity: how food is being marketed to kids and its impact on health and diet.
ISSUES COVERED: Healthcare
PROGRAM: Peter Tilden Live at 10
DATE/TIME AIRED – October 3, 2018 10:36AM

GUESTS: Dr. David Kipper

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Dr. Kipper takes calls and answers questions from listeners about migraine headaches.
ISSUES COVERED: Healthcare
PROGRAM: Mid-day Live with Dr. Drew and Lauren Sivan
DATE/TIME AIRED – October 10, 2018 12:46PM

GUESTS: Kathryn Barger, L.A. County Supervisor

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Long Beach Health, Pasadena Public Health and City of L.A. are developing an immediate prevention and response plan to the Pasadena Typhus outbreak.
ISSUES COVERED: Healthcare
PROGRAM: Peter Tilden Live at 10
DATE/TIME AIRED – October 19, 2018 11:06AM

GUESTS: Dr. Elizabeth Rosenthal Fellow and Editor at Kaiser Healthcare

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Discussion on the future of healthcare.
ISSUES COVERED:  Healthcare
PROGRAM: The Morning Show with Royal Oakes
DATE/TIME AIRED – December 27, 2018 9:36AM

GUESTS: Author and Writer Dr. Alice Boyes

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Reasons behind chronic fatigue, over exhaustion and solutions that address behaviors and habits that are contributing causes.
PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Michael Gates talks about a judge's ruling that California's "sanctuary state" law SB-54 is unconstitutional, this in response to a challenge from his office in Huntington Beach.
ISSUES COVERED: Responsive Government
PROGRAM: McIntyre In The Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – October 3, 2018 7:36 AM

GUESTS: Hanna-Beth Jackson, California State Senator

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Senator Hanna-Beth Jackson talks about the bill she authored that would require publicly-traded firms headquartered in California to place at least one woman on their board of directors.
ISSUES COVERED: Responsive Government
PROGRAM: McIntyre In The Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – October 19, 2018 7:36 AM

GUESTS: Jim Nielsen, California State Senator

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Senator Jim Nielsen talks about how state officials are responding to a report that the DMV mistakenly registered some non-citizens to vote as part of its "motor voter" initiative.
ISSUES COVERED: Responsive Government
PROGRAM: McIntyre In The Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – November 2, 2018 7:36 AM

GUESTS: Mike Feuer, L.A. City Attorney

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Mike Feuer talks about the city seeking injunctions against three electronic cigarette companies for marketing vaping to children.
ISSUES COVERED: Responsive Government
PROGRAM: Leo Terrell 5-10
DATE/TIME AIRED – December 20, 2018 9:06 AM

GUESTS: Scott Weiner, California Assemblyman

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Assemblyman Scott Weiner explains why he is introducing legislation for a third time to expand the time allowed for bars to serve alcohol to 4AM in some California cities.
ISSUES COVERED: Security
PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – November 20, 2018 9:06AM

GUESTS: Gordon Chang, Author of “The Coming Collapse of China,” Lawyer & Commentator

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: National Geographic Does a Documentary on North Korea vs. U.S. and future of nuclear weapons.
ISSUES COVERED: Security
PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – November 27, 2018 9:06AM

GUESTS: Mike Baker, former covert operations officer w/CIA and President of Diligence LLC

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Tension at the U.S./Mexico Border: vetting people accurately, border security.
ISSUES COVERED: Security
PROGRAM: Peter Tilden Live at 10
DATE/TIME AIRED – October 24, 2018 11:06AM

GUESTS: Henry Willis, Associate Director of Homeland Security

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Latest news and updates in mail bombs sent to various homes, offices, celebrities and politicians.
ISSUES COVERED: Security
PROGRAM: Mid-day Live with Dr. Drew and Lauren Sivan
DATE/TIME AIRED – November 5, 2018 12:36PM

GUESTS: Jim Roope, KABC Contributor

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: TSA Gives Green Light to Test New Technology that Can Screen Passengers from 25 ft. away.
ISSUES COVERED: Security
PROGRAM: The Morning Show with Royal Oakes
DATE/TIME AIRED – December 21, 2018 6:06AM

GUESTS: Jessica Vaughan, Director of Policy Studies at Center for Immigration Studies

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: President Trump Hopes to Get Funding for Proposed Border Wall: now for the votes. Trump Says He Will Wait as Long as It Takes To Get Money.
ISSUES COVERED: Education
PROGRAM: Mid-Day Live with Dr. Drew
DATE/TIME AIRED – October 15, 2018 12:36 PM

GUESTS: Jim Roope, correspondent

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Jim Roope talks about California schools looking at requiring the roles of LGBTQ people in history be taught and discussed in lessons.
ISSUES COVERED: Education
PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – November 2, 2018 7:06AM

GUESTS: Alex Caputo-Pearl, UTLA President

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION Possible L.A. Strike by Teachers Imminent. Salary is not the only issue. Arguing for a settlement to launch a massive hiring that will reduce class sizes and fully staff classes to directly help students.
ISSUES COVERED: Education
PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – December 17, 2018 8:36 AM

GUESTS: Nick Melvoin, Vice President of the LA Unified School District Board of Education

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Sacramento-area High School Girl Bakes Cookies with Grandpa’s human ashes, feeds to classmates, and authorities leave disciplinary action to school.
ISSUES COVERED: Education
PROGRAM: Peter Tilden @ 10
DATE/TIME AIRED – December 19, 2018 10:06 AM

GUESTS: Austin Beutner, Superintendent of L.A. Unified School District

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Superintendent Austin Beutner talks about why negotiations with the teachers union over salary & class size have soured.
ISSUES COVERED: Education
PROGRAM: The Morning Show with Royal Oakes
DATE/TIME AIRED – December 31, 2018 11:46AM

GUESTS: John Moorlach, California State Senator

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: California State Senator John Moorlach talks about his op-ed into whether or not the L.A. Unified School District can stay solvent without also forcing California’s state budget to take a hit.
ISSUES COVERED: Religious Issues
PROGRAM: Peter Tilden Live at 10
DATE/TIME AIRED – October 29, 2018 10:06AM

GUESTS: Arnold Steinberg, Political Analyst

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Pittsburgh Synagogue Shooting, Trump’s Comments and Response to the Anti-Semitic act of violence.
ISSUES COVERED: Religious Issues
PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – October 30, 2018 7:06AM

GUESTS: Rabbi Abraham Cooper, Simon Wiesenthal Center

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: PA Synagogue Shooting aftermath; Rabbi says people of all faiths need to unite.
ISSUES COVERED: Religious Issues
PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – December 11, 2018 5:46AM

GUESTS: Jim Roope, KABC Contributor

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Two Nuns from St. James Catholic School in Torrance admit to stealing $500,000 to go on Las Vegas gambling sprees. Archdiocese notified; church officials will not press charges.
ISSUES COVERED: Religious Issues
PROGRAM: The Morning Show with Royal Oakes
DATE/TIME AIRED – December 19, 2018 9:26AM

GUESTS: Host Royal Oakes

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Chinese City Langfang Bans Christmas: 5% of the population is Christian and will still observe Christmas by shopping, feasting and singing despite public displays being deemed unlawful.
ISSUES COVERED: Religious Issues
PROGRAM: The Morning Show with Royal Oakes
DATE/TIME AIRED – December 24, 2018 7:36AM

GUESTS: Senior Rabbi John Rosove, Temple Israel in Hollywood

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Hollywood Rabbi Serves Interfaith Christmas Dinner to 1500 Homeless and Hungry at Hollywood Methodist Church.
ISSUES COVERED: Media Issues
PROGRAM: Mid-day Live with Dr. Drew and Lauren Sivan
DATE/TIME AIRED – October 9, 2018 2:06PM

GUESTS: Diamond and Silk, Social Media “Stars” and American Live Stream Video Bloggers

ISSUES COVERED: Media Issues
PROGRAM: Mid-day Live with Dr. Drew and Lauren Sivan
DATE/TIME AIRED – October 11, 2018 12:36PM

GUESTS: Lisa Storhman, Digital Citizen Academy

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION Melania Trump says she’s the most bullied person in the world on social media.
ISSUES COVERED: Media Issues
PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – October 24, 2018 6:14AM

GUESTS: Sophia Stohler of World Ventures

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Millennials living in Colorado set out to conquer social media negativity.
ISSUES COVERED: Media Issues
PROGRAM: Peter Tilden Live at 10
DATE/TIME AIRED – November 15, 2018 10:06AM

GUESTS Royal Oakes, Attorney and Legal Analyst

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: CNN’s Jim Acosta and the reinstatement of his White House Press Credentials. White House says rules are being planned for orderly press conferences with media personnel.
ISSUES COVERED: Media Issues
PROGRAM: The Morning Show (with Leo Terrell)
DATE/TIME AIRED – December 21, 2018 9:06AM

GUESTS: Jim Roope, KABC Contributor

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: #DeleteFacebook; Social Media Giant Facebook Gets backlash for privacy and data protection. NY Times reports that 150 Business Partners had access to Facebook’s users’ information.
ISSUES COVERED: Animal Rights
PROGRAM: Mid-day Live with Dr. Drew and Lauren Sivan
DATE/TIME AIRED – October 9, 2018 12:46PM

GUESTS: Mitch Englander, L.A. City Councilman

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Wants the city to review its coyote policy and coyote management. Discussion on safe and healthy coyote management options as complaints continue from pet owners whose pets have been killed.
ISSUES COVERED: Animal Rights
PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – October 15, 2018 6:36AM

GUESTS: Author Susan Parvis

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Susan Parvis Trains Dogs to Rescue & Find the Missing, Lost, and Dead in order to help bring closure to owners/families.
ISSUES COVERED: Animal Rights
PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – November 22, 2018 7:06AM

GUESTS: Dr. Daliah Wachs, M.D. and Radio Host

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Thanksgiving Food Dos and Don’ts for your pets. Do not feed pets raw dough, raisins, ice cream, alcohol, grapes, mushrooms.
ISSUES COVERED: Animal Rights
PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – December 3, 2018  9:06AM

GUESTS:  Corey Cohen, Animal Behaviorist

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: The intelligence of dogs vs. cats; dogs are still special even though other animals are as gifted as dogs. Dogs have high “connection” quotients and oxytocin levels.
ISSUES COVERED: Animal Rights
PROGRAM: McIntyre in the Morning
DATE/TIME AIRED – December 6, 2018 9:06AM

GUESTS: Clayton Neville, KABC Contributor

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION: Delta Plans to Ban Emotional Support Animals on Flights Longer than 8 Hours and Service Puppies Under 4 months. Incidents involving biting and urination have increased.